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Many existing robotcontrol
s stemsassume
a very
restricted operational environment[{I limiting the usefulness
of the system to a small domain or to tasks which follow a
particular pattern in a repetitive fashion. In many cases, for
examplespray-painting,this is quiteadequate.Formany
other tasks in less structured environments the robots need to
be more sophisticated.

ABSTRACT
Control systems which enable robots to behave intelligently
is a major issue in toda s process of automating factories.
This a er resents a iierarchical robotcontrolsystem,
t e r m 2 E A 0 5 for Control using Action Oriented Schemas
with ideas taken from theneurosciences.Weare
usini
action oriented schemas (called neuroschemas) as the basic
building blocks in a hierarchical control structure which is
being implementedon a BBN Butterfly Parallel Processor.

Knowledge about the intelligent aspectsof a control system
can be drawn from the neurosciences where studies of the
mostintelligentsystemweknow,thehumanbrainand
nervous system, indicate some important and basic factors of
our intelligence [l]. These factors are also important for a
robot control system. They are:
1. The brain is made of basic building blocks,
called neurons.
2. The brain is structured in a hierarchical manner.
3. The brain operatesin parallel.
Theneuronsprocessandproduceinformationwhich
is
used to make intelligent decisions about tasks to
be done.
Even though there are many categories of neurons, such as
motor neurons and sensory neurons, almost allof them have
thesamegeneralstructure
[8]; multiple dendrites c
the
input to the cell body where the informationis p r o c e s z and
a single axon cames theoutputtootherneuronsinthe
nervous system. All of the neurons, with their dendrites and
axons, are organized into a complexnetworkwhich
is
probablythekeyto
our intelligence,sinceitrovidesthe
necessary links between parts ofour brain [ 1,2,

Serial versions in C and LISP are presented with examples
showing how CAOS achieves the goalsof recognizing threedimensional
polyhedral
objects.
We also
describe
a
simulationon howitmanipulatesobjects.Moreover,the
ongoing implementationof a parallel versionof the systemis
discussed.
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I. INTRODUCTION
As computers become cheaper and more compact, and the
availability ofhighqualitysensorsincreases,
it becomes
attractiveto create intelligentrobotsforuse
in automated
environments for recognltion,inspection,assembly,and
manipulation of objects [7].
Due
safety
to hazards,
repeatability of tasks, or economicconstraints, itis an
attractive notion to replace humans with robots in many of
the
tasks
mentioned.
The
availability
of
hardware
for
intelligentrobots
creates a need for designingcontrol
programswhichhavethe
capability of intelligentgoal
be concernedwithgoal
seeking.Thecontrolneedsto
achievementguided by diverseinformationfrommultile
sensorssuch as TV cameras,rangefinders,andtact&-,
force-,
and
torque-sensors.
Control
becomes
crucially
importantasthetasks,enabled
by multisensors,become
more complex and involved.

l].

It is believed that the neurons, with their complex network
of interconnections,
are
organized
in a hierarchical
fashion [l]. Commands are issued at the top, and are split
into subgoalsasthey
ro agatedownthehierarchy.
In
additiontothe
hierarctic3 organization,thebrainmakes
extensive
use
of parallelism in carrying out its
tasks [l, 2,4,5]. Many neurons operate in parallel, receiving
in ut,processin
it, andpropagatingtheresultstomany
otger neurons. $he brain
1s quite slow compared to digital
computers, being ableto carry out only about100 serial time
[4,5]. Thenormalreactiontimefor
a
stepspersecond
humanbeing is a proximately 0.5 to 1.0 second,andthe
taskswhichthe
train carries outduringthistimeoften
re uire a substantially higher number of computations than
lo%, leading to the conclusion that parallelism
1s essential for
our ability to reactas fast aswe do.

The processing involved in
a control system used for robots
in automated environments often needs to
be done in real
time, and it is therefore natural to bring parallel processing
into theicture,enablinconsiderablespeedupinexecution
time wien c o m p a r J to sequential
processing
on
conventional processors.Forexample,lowlevelimage
of
data,
is
often
processing, involving large amounts
accomplished
in
real time
using
parallel
processors.
Furthermore,the control can also experiencespeedup by
running independent partsin parallel.

In developing an intelli ent control system for robots, it is
desirable to include the tfree important aspects of the bran
alread discussed. With this in mind, we present an a proach
Controll
using
Action 8riented
to r o k t control
called
Schemas or CAOS. The action onented schemas are termed
neuroschemas because of their similarit to neurons, which
are
the
basic
building
blocks
oi! the
brain,
and
schemas [3,6,9] which are a basic kind of representation.
Each
neuroschema
is able to activate several
other
neuroschemas in parallel,andtheyarethebasicbuilding
blocks of the control system. The neuroschemasare

lThis work was supported in part by NSF Grants DCR-8506393,
DMC-8502115, ECS-8307483 and MCS-8221750
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organized in a hierarchical manner for each goal the system
can achieve. Hence, three of the main aspects of the brain
have
their
analogs. in
CAOS:
Basic
building
blocks,
hierarchical organlzatlon, and parallel processing.

it
Whentheschedulerhasretrievedtheinformation,
activates a neuroschema which will become the root of the
control tree. In this example, the information found about the
maingoal is that it canonly be achievedbobtainin
five
(FIPfD-IN
subgoals:
(FIND-IN
(OBJECT1
IMAGE)),
(OBECTI)), (MOVE-TO
(OBJECT2
IMAGE)),
(GET
(OBJECT1
OBJECT2)),
and
(UNGRASP
(OBECTl)).
Furthermore, no information other than the 3-D CAD model
of each polyhedral was foundin the global data base. Figure
2 shows the control tree of the neuroschemas involved with
achieving this main goal.

The purpose of CAOS is toachieve highlevel goals,
specified by a user, through planning and action. The oals
whichcan be achieveddepend u on thesystem's g?obal
knowledge base, and are restricteiby existing rules, facts,
and procedures which the system can consult.
Currently, we have two serial versions implemented in C
andLISPrespectively.TheCversion
is thereliminary
versionanditsknowledeissufficientto
ocateand
recognize simple olyhedraf objects in range images. Due to
implementation&ffIcultieswiththeCversionandthe
prospect of a LISP compiler for the BBN Butterfly Parallel
Processor, the next version was wntten in LISP. Both the C
andtheLISPserialversions
ofCAOSweredeveloped
keeininmindthattheyshouldbeeasilytransportableto
the %B% Butterfly.

To obtainthemaingoaltheneuroschemaattheroot
activates new neuroschemas for the sub oals that need to be
achieved. In this exam le both O B J E d l and OBJECT2 can
be found simultaneousy (in the parallel version), and hence
neuroschemas for these two subgoals canbe activated at the
same time.

P

P

Threecasescanarisewhentheneuroschematriesto
achieve the goalit controls:
1. If the neuroschema controls an AND nude, it
activates new neuroschemas for each subgoal
in
sequentialorder.The
new neuroschemascan
if necessaryinputsare
be startedinparallel
available
and
the
respective
subgoals
are
otherwise independent.

11. SYSTEM ORGANIZATION
CAOS consists of three main parts as shown Figure 1: The
scheduler for the hierarchlcal control, the global knowledge
base,andtheglobal
data base. The schedulerreceives
commands (goals) from the user and decides how
to obtain a
goal by inte reting the rules in the global knowledge base
whichdesc&how
to subdividegoals.Inadditionto
on how to obtain goals in
containing all of the rules and facts
aparticulardomain,theglobalknowledgebaseincludes
in
experiencefromreviousachievementswhichareused
planning. The gLbal database is theworldmodel of the
system,containing a known set of facts associatedwitha
CAOS is goal driven
(backward
particular
domain.
chaining),eliminatingtheproblem
of creatingtoomany
unrelated hypotheses as seen in pure1 data driven systems.
Instead, it focuses on the bestway of ogtaining a goal.
User From input

for
Scheduler
Hierarchical
input
Control

2. Iftheneuroschemacontrols
anOR node,it
activates a neuroschema for the subgoal with
the highest likelihood of success, or activates
in parallel if their
several
alternatives
expectations of success are within a threshold.

3. If theneuroschemacontrolsaleaf
hierarchically
organized
control
tree,
executestheprocedureassociatedwiththis
leaf.

in the
it

As seen in Figure 2, the third subgoal,.(GET (OBJECTl)),
of (PUT-ON (OBJECT1 OBJECT2)) is itself a oal that can
be achieved by either obtainmg (GRASP (OBdCTl)) or by
obtaining(CLEAR-AND-GRASP (OBJECTl)). Which of
the two sltematives to be tried first, de ends on the previous
experience
with
GRASP
and
CLEXR-AND-GRASP
as
explained later. The leaves in the treeare all programs which
are executed.

From Multisensors

Global Data Base

When a goalis successfully obtained, the part of the control
tree (short term memory) below that nude (goal)
is deleted
after any new information is stored in the global knowledge
base and the global data base.

Figure 1: The Basic Building Blocksof CAOS
To achieve
a
oal, the
scheduler
uses
neuroschemas
(implemented as LfSP methods) to create a tree, organized as
a hlerarchy, which controls how the goal will
be obtained.
This tree is an analog to the short term memory in the human
brain; the knowledge of how to obtain the main goal exists
while it isbeing achieved and is deleted when obtained, after
u dating the global knowledge base and the global data base
Zany new facts or experiences were gained.

The Global Knowledge Base: The global knowledge base
is a part of the world model of the control system, and can
be
viewed as an analog to the long tern memory of the human
brain. This is in contrast to the short term memory, which
uses information foundin lon term memory to obtam a goal,
andthendisapears.Thegfobalknowledebasecontains
nodes, OR
threetypes OPLISP ob'ectsclassified as
nodes,and PROGRAd leafs(goals).Eachtpeofnode
(goal) has slots for storing information about t e syntax of
the goal, the arguments of the goal, the expected type and
range of pre-in uts and post-inputs (see below), the average
run time to ackeve the goal,therobabilityofsuccessof
obtaining the goal, and an output gnction. Figure 3 shows
the node andleaf structures.

WND

l

One exam le of agoal
to be achieved is (PUT-ON
(OBJECT1 8BJECT2)), whereOBJECT1andOBJECT2
might be 01 hedral objects (Note: The command syntax in
CAOS is !IS;
syntax).
Three steps are required to obtain the main goal after the
scheduler has received the request from the user:
1. Get information from the global knowledge base
about the main goal.
2. Get input information from the global data base.
3 . Activate a neuroschema for the main goal.

The Global Data Base: The global data base contains the
is
known set of facts associated with a particular domain and
the model of the "world". Currently the global data base is
very simple. It only contains information about polyhedral
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Figure 2: Example - (PUT-ON (OBJECT1 OBJECT2))

AND/OR node

Goal-Arguments
Expected-Pre-Inputs
Total-Run-Time
Successes
Failures
Output-Function
SubGoals

Leaf
Goal-Arguments
Expected-Pre-Inputs
Total-Run-Time
Successes
Failures
Output-Function
Procedure

Activation
Section
- CheckPre-lnouts
Event
Section

- Serial andParallelAction
Update Run Time
andProbabilities
Check
Post-Inputs
- Produce an Output

Figure 3: Node and Leaf Structure

3D-CAD-MODEL
3D-CAD-MODEL
POSITION (X,Y,Z)
ORIENTATION

~

POSITION (X,Y,Z)
ORIENTATION

Figure 5: The Neuroschema Components
A neuron can take on any number of inputs and produces
In
anoutput.
The same is true for theneuroschema.
addition, an type ofinutandoutputcanflowthrouh
it,
making it Kexible d e neuroschemamakesuse
of +e
knowledgewithwhich it hasbeenactivatedto
detemne
how to process the input and output.

Figure 4: Global Data Base Example
objects.Figure
4 showsanexample
stored in the global data base.

of theinformation

With each polyhedral object known to the global
data base,
its three-dimensional
model
and
current
position
and
orientation in theenvironment are stored. In alaterLISP
version of CAOS, frames will be used to represent
information known to the system.

The Activation Section checksallthepre-inputsand
activatestheeventsectionifall
of thepre-inputswere
satisfactory.Pre-inputs are theinputsgiven
by theuser
before the main goal is activated or the inputs found in the
global data base when the main goal
is activated.

The Neuroschema: The basic unit in the control structure
is the neuroschema. Eachnodeinthetree
in Figure 2 is
controlled by a neuioschema. They can only be activated by
other neuroschemas, whichare already active, and the system
isthereforeactionoriented(goaldriven).
In additionto
activating
new
neuroschemas,
the
parent
neuroschemas
provide decision making (using probability and average run
time measures) at their respective
nodes in the hierarch ,thus
deriving a sequence of steps. This planning is
basdupon
previous experience, and achieves a goal with least risk and
cost.

isto be
The Event Section determineshowthegoal
achieved.
This
corresponds
to
the
functions
neuron
a
resulting
in its
output.
The
performs on its input
neuroschema,which 1s activatedwithaoal,obtainsthis
goal by achieying its subgoals. The sub oafs are obtained by
either acclvamg new neuroschemas at t8e level below in the
hierarch , or, if thesubgoalissimplyarogram,it
is
executed: One particular goal can sometimes obtained b
achieving either one of several different, alternativesubgoaz
run timefrom
(an OR node).Usingstatisticsandaverage
previous successes in obtaining the different goals, the goal
with the highest likelihood of success is chosen. Success, s,
meansthatthe
satisfacto
goalhas beenobtainedwith
output and failure indicates that the
oal was not achievex
The goal’srobabilityofsuccess
, $(s), is thenumber of
successes,
for thisgoaldivided by thetotalnumber of
trials , N (= sum of successes and failures), for this goal.

%e

The neuroschema consists of three sections:An Activation
Section, an Event Section, anda Learning Section. Each
neuroschema is implemented as a LISP method, simulaung
the
general
funcclons
of
neuron
a
receiving
b
input,
processing it, andproducingoutput.
dgure 5 showsthe
major componentsof the neuroschema.

8
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If a (sub)goal has never,been active before, the expectation,
E(s), of obtaining it is s a d to be 0.0 (Note: E(s) IS defined
over
the
range
0.0 where 0.0 denotes
the
highest
likelihood for obtaining the goal). In all other cases we have:
E(s) = (Average run timeof a goal)/P(s)
The average run time of a goal is given as the total sum of
allruntimes
for thegoal,whenthegoalwasachieved,
divided withS.
If there is more than one alternative for obtaining a goal,
the control systemchoses thesubgoal withthe hihest
likelihood of success. If the expectation valuesare equa ,the
leftmost branch is chosen, or in the parallel version, both
would be porsued when the expectation values are within a
threshold.

f

Eachprocessorruns
one copy of theoperatingsystem
Chrysalis. This operating system is mainly written in C and
supports
communication
and
synchronization
between
processes running on different processors. This is done by
means of dual queues which pass messages between these
rocesses,andaneventmechanism(similar
to signals in
b N X ) . Chrysalisdoes not provideautomaticresource
allocation, load balancingor process migration, however [4].
Each user-developed program has to set u the d,ata, create
all necessary processes, and decide on
wlich node(s)they
will run. Five analogs to UNIX's seek-, open-, close-, read-,
and write-functions enable access to files residing on the host
machine.
Compared to Ch salis, the Uniform System approach to
witheasier
programmingthe %utterfly rovidestheuser
resource management. The Qniform S stem is built on top
of Chrpalis and consists of several sugroutines which take
care o , for example, allocation of memo
and generation of new tasks (processes).
he
and
user
processors,
does not
allocatememory s ace or processorsexplicitly,sincethe
Uniform System t&cs care of the distnbution.of tasks on
rocessorsandprovidesspecialmemoallocatlonroutines.
$he Uniform System is especial1 suit%e for homogeneous
problems often found m low IeveYcomputer vislon programs.

Y

The third sectionin the neuroschema, theLearning Section,
is activatedwhennoinformationabouthowtoobtainthe
maingoalcan
be found in theglobalknowledgebase,
indicated by thescheduler.It
is alsoactivated by the
activation section each time a neuroschema has obtained all
its subgoals, or hasexecuted its procedure, to updatethe
average run timeandprobability of success.Finally,this
section checks the post-inputs and produces the output
of the
goalbasedonthem.Post-inputs
are theoutputsofthe
neuroschemas controlling subgoals
of a goal.

Baraldllelism in the Control System: Exploiting parallelism
in the
control
s stem
involves
activatmg
severaI
neuroschemasondifferentprocessors,requiringcomplex
communication
and
synchronization
between
vanous
processes. This is implemented using Chrysalis. The control
system uses the neuroschemas in the hierarchically organized
tree, described earlier , to decide .if subgoals can started u
in parallel. This occurs when dfferent alternative subgod
canachieve the samegoalwithaproximatelythesame
likelihood of success. In addition, suggoals canbe started up
in parallel when all needed inputs are provided, and any use
of end effectors will not result
in conflicts.

The structure of the neuroschema resembles the schema of
Arbib,IberallandLyon,andOverton
[3,6,9]. But, in
contrast to their schemas, which have preconstructed plans
(hardwired) for achievingagoal,theneuroschema
is a
control environment which can be activated with any lans
for oal achievement from theglobalknowlede%ase.
Anoger difference is found in theapproachto
!earning,
which, in the case of schemas, is done b instantiating new
schemas which betterfit a new situation. h e n our system1s
learning, new information about how to achieve the goal is
used
to
update
the
global
knowledge
base.
This
new
information also takes the form of Probability and average
run time measures, andis used to achleve the goal next time.
Thus, we haveauniformmechanism
for buildingand
maintaining the global knowledge base, which is missing in
ty e of
otherapproaches.Moreover,wehaveonlyone
schemas,
called
neuroschemas,
unlike
the
worE of
others [3, 6,91 who use many different kinds of schemas.

111. EXPLOITING PARALLELISM
The BBN Butterfly: TheserialCversionof
our robot
control s stem is arhally trans orted from a VAX 11/780 to
a ButteAy ParalfklProcessor flO] (paral!el version). The
Butterfly is amultipleInstruction,multl
le data (MIMD)
machine, and is connected to a host mackne which in our
case is a VAX 11/780 host. The Butterfly may have up to
256 processor nodes interconnected by a switching network
called the Butterfy Switch. Each processor node has a coprocessor called the Processor Node Controller (PNC) which
1s responsible for all memory references and transfers. The
Butterfl
at
The University of Utah
has
19
Motorola
MC68010
processor
nodes,
each
having
Motorola
a
MC68881 co-processor and1 Mbyte of memory, except two,
which have 4 Mbyte of memory. The processors operate at
16 MHz, due to a frequency doubler. References over the
Butterfly Switch, to remote memory, usually takes about 4
microseconds roundtrip.
All codefor the Butterflyis developed and compiledon the
hostmachine(VAX 11/780). The executablecode is then
downloaded to the Butterfly, where it is run. There are two
approachesweuse
to programtheButterfly:
Chrysalis
functions andUniform System functions.

One of theadvantages ofusingmultipleprocessors
to
simultaneously execute alternative goal paths is to prevent
time delay due to an alternative's failure to obtain the goal.
If one of thealternativesfails,ortheresults
are not
satisfactory, the result of another can be used instead. If the
alternativeswere not executedinparallel,andthemost
promising one failed, it would take longer to achieve a goal;
the next alternative wouldbe executed only after the first had
failed.
When the hierarchical control allows parallelism, the parent
neuroschemahas
to checkifthereareanyprocessors
up "childprocesses"(new
available on whichtostart
neuroschemas). If this is the case, the parent must also set
up
all the necessary data on the respective processors before it
caninitiate
any childprocesses.Theparentandchild
communicate using a dualqueue, on whichmessagesare
posted.When a child is done, a specialmessage informs the
parent. If no processor is avallable,however,thechild
processmustbestartedup
on thesameprocessorasthe
parent. Moreover, if there is only one wayof obtaining a
goal, the child will always be started on the same processor
node as the parent, since there are no alternaaves which can
be started up in parallel.
of executing
several
alternative
or
The
possibility
independent neuroschemas simultaneously, can speedup the
to executing
on
ait
system
considerably
compared
uni rocessor. How much faster it will actually run, depends
on l o w well parallelism can be exploited in each particular
to the
case.
When
the
system
is entirely
transported
Butterfly,
the
speedup
and
utilization
of processors,
compared to linear execution, will
be measured.

Parallelism in Programs: In addition to parallelismin the
controlsystem,inherentparallelismcan
be exploited in
programs suchas low level image analysis. These programs
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dealwithimage
data whichrequiresextensiveandlime
consuming operations. Implementing such programs has no
complex control aspects
because
the
processing
is
homo eneous, enabling the rocessors to
run the same code
on dikerent data. This imppiesthat the uniform System is
thebestprogrammingapproach.Oneexamle
is. edge
detection. In this case, the data (the ima e) can& split into
onto the availabe processors, which
several "chunks" and put
all run the same edge detection program on their part of the
image(ahomogeneousfToblem)There
is nocomplex
control aspects involved, Ike startkg up different programs
on different processors and taking care of dual queues for
message passmg between the processes.

K

Processor Utilization:The two categoriesof parallelism in
thesystem,discussedabove,coulduseas
many parallel
processors as there are possible processes. However, there is
a limiton the number of processors,19 in our case,and
thereforetheroblemofprocessorutilizationarises.There
has to be a b2ance between the number of processors the two
categories are allowed to occupy. Obviously, the most time
consummgrocessesshouldusethemaximumnumberof
processors, &us reducing the numberof "bottle necks" in the
system. Since programs such aslow levelimage analysis will
be the most expensive partwith regard to execution time,it is
preferable that these processes occupy most
of the processors
on the Butterfly, so as to prevent unecessary serial execution.
The total execution time for achieving a goal will then be
minimized. If the hierarchical control programs occupy just
a fewnodes, this willnothurttheoverallperformance
significantly, since even the serial versions of the control do
not take much execution time.

IV. CAOS AND EXPERT SYSTEMS
In developing CAOS it is important that it has similarities
tothehumanbrainand
a!so existinex ert s stems [l 11.
These similarities are evidentin
8 a t 6 A O Z hasbasic
building
blocks
(neuroschemas),
it
is controlled
in
a
hierarchical manner, and is
it goal driven.
As in an ex ert system, CAPS has a global knowled e base
and a globa! databasewithfactsandrules(rufesfor
obtaining goals). Furthermore, like theinferenceengine
(interpreter andscheduler), our neuroschemascontainthe
general problem solving knowledge. Moreover, in order to
do anything "intelli ent , both expert systems and ourcontrol
system
need
a fomain expert to rovide
them
with
knowledge on how to obtain goals. he neuroschemas in
CAOSrovide .a consistent wayof interpreting how goals
should
obtained.Theyusemetarules
inthe form of
probabilitiesandaverageruntime
when decidingwhich
sub oals to pysue to achieve.a main goal. Making CAOS
goa driven(backwardchrunmg)reventsproblemswith
generatingtoomanyhypotheses,gutdoesnotavoidthe
roblem of restrictin the h otheses to too narrow a F g e .
fn both systems the fnowlege is permanent and consistent,
and can be goal directed.

k

sp

H

One main difference betweenCAOS and expert systems in
general, is that our system
can
eas!l
receive
sensory
information from the environment
proy (Yed.programs exists
in its globalknowled
e base enabhnj interactionwith
sensors. Implementing &e system in LIS or C and using the
neuroschemasasthebasicbuildingblocks,enable
us to
easily acquire this sensory information, and also conapl end
system
can
more
easily
be
effectors. In addition, the
exported to the BBN ButterflyParallel Focessor than a
system written usmg expert system tools, since this machine
currently supports only C and will support LISP sometime
soon.

informationprovided by theusertoachieve
a oal,and
usually cannot interact with the environment
througi sensors.
Thisseemsto be themostimportantdifference.Butthis
does not mean that an expert system with the right expertsystem-building tool could not provide
this capabihty.
We concludethatalthough
CAOS is similar to expert
systems, essential differences are found in the use of basic
building
blocks,
neuroschemas,
and
easy
multisensor
integration dueto implementation in LISP and C.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
To demonstrate how the control system works, we describe
twocategories of examples.One,takenfromtheserial
C
version,involvesrecognition
of polyhedralobjects usin
rangeimages,andtheother,takenfromtheserialLIS#
version,involves a simulation of objectmani dation. At
each level in the hierarchically organized controf trees shown
in the figures, the
goals are executed fromleft to right.

Experiment 1: In the first experiment weused a CAD
basedthree-dimensionalobjectrecognitionalgorithmfor
simple
polyhedral
objects.
The
steps
involved
in this
algorithm areas follows:
1. Selecting pertinent features
2. Building a data base
3. Generating hypotheses
4. Verifying hypotheses
In thep+culargoal(FIND-IN(OBJECT
IMAGE)) the
above mentioned steps are divided into subgoals as shownin
the control tree for this goal in Figure 6. In this particular
case,the
identifyin
a
goal can be obtained by either
polyhedral or a cylinder. The first two subgoals (fromlek to
ri ht) of
FIND-POLYH-IN
are the
pertinent
feature
dection. The next
three
subgoals
are
the
hypotheses
generation, thehJrtheses verification, and lastlyits position
determination.
e determinedinformation is storedinthe
flobal databaseand is thereby av@lable for direct access
rom otherparts of a moreextensivecontrol
tree (asin
Example 2). The subgoals for FIND-CYLINDERSwould
looksimilar,but
are currentlynot a part of theglobal
knowledge base.
initial1
assigned
an
Each
of
the (sub)goals were
ex ectation value of 0.0 for success, asiescribed in the
su&section "The Neuroschema".This means that the number
of trials (N) were set to 2, the num&r of successes ( S ) to 1,
and the run time to 0.0 (the expectauon value 1s then E(s) =
0.0/(1/2) = 0.0). SinceFIND-POLYH-INhasonlyone
alternative way
of
achieving
the
goal,
u dating of
expectation values would never cause another alernative to
beexecuted.Nevertheless,thisexamplehelps
illustrating
howtheexpectationvalues
are u dated. As eachsubgoal
wasexecuted,thesuccess
or &lure wasindicated
by
updating S , N,andtheruntime
for thesub oal. For
the other
example, if VERIFY-HYPOTHESIS failed and
subgoalssucceededthe first time,the first threesubgoals
were assigned S values of 2 and N values of 3, whereas the
fourth obtained an N value of 3 and a S value of 1. The goal
FIND-POLYH-IN also received N = 3 and S = 1, since the
overall goal failedwhenVERIFY-HYPOTHESISfailed.
When a detection paradi m for cylinders is included in the
control tree, the twoOR %ranches at the top canbe executed
in parallel, since they are independent.

d

Experiment 2: The second experiment involved simulation
of object manipulation by a robot. Figure 2 shows a artial
controltree for this oal. To obtainthe goal. ( P h - O N
(OBJECT1 OBJEc27), there are severalpossibilities for
goal achievement whtch are evident in that there are

The conventional expert system relies on symbolic
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include the global knowledge base, the !obal data base, and
the scheduler for hierarchical control. 6 1 s scheduler and the
in the global knowledge
neuroschemas use information found
base and the global data base to determine how to obtain a
goal given by the user.

(FINO4N (OBJECT IMAGE))

I (FINDPOLYH-IN (OBJECT IMAGE)] I

1

(FINOCYL.IN (OBJECT IMAGE))

1

Twoexamplesshowing
how thesystemfunctionsare
presented,includingrecognition of polyhedralobjectsanda
simulation of objectmani dation by arobot.
We also
conclude that although CABS is simi!ar to expert systems in
some respects, they are set apartby dlfferences such as using
of
neuroschemas as a basic unit, and the easy intergration
sensory input andoutput.
Future work on the control s stem will include a complete
implementation on the BBN d'utterfly Parallel Processor in
C, or LISP if a reliable LISP compiler becomes available in
thenearfuture.
We willobtainresultsfor
s eedupwhen
comparing parallel versus serialprocessing an will explore
processor utilization and process synchromzation.

B

(VERIFY.HYPOTHESIS
(OBJECT HYPOTHESIS]]

(CACULATE-POSITION (LIMES)]
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